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Nowadays, excitation sculpting is probably the most efficient
way to achieve selectivity in an NMR experiment, since it associ-
ates very clean frequency selection with “user-friendliness.” In the
present report, it is shown that the excitation sculpting concept,
originally based on a double pulse field gradient echo acting on a
selected transverse magnetization, can be extended through new
experiments designed to act on longitudinal magnetization. This
leads to outstanding performances, especially when the transverse
relaxation rate is a limiting factor as, for example, in the case of
biological macromolecules. Several new sequences are proposed,
aiming at the selection of magnetization aligned either/both on a
transverse axis or/and on the z-axis. Their potentialities are illus-
rated in light of different applications including multiplet-selec-
ive excitation, band-selective excitation, and water suppression.

© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: excitation sculpting; selective excitation; water
suppression.

Although multidimensional (nD) NMR spectroscopy ha
enjoyed unprecedented success for assignment purpos
structural determinations, limitations are encountered w
very accurate measurements of both chemical shifts and
pling constants are required. This is due to intrinsic limitat
in the achievable matrix sizes and to the necessity of kee
the measurement time of NMR experiments within accep
limits regarding spectrometer stability. Most strategies ai
at circumventing this problem rely on the use of selec
excitation at one or more steps in the NMR experiment
have been extensively reviewed (see, for example,1–3). The
quality of the results of such experiments relies heavily on
performance of the selection scheme. Ideally, the sele
pulse (“soft” pulse or DANTE train (4)) should homoge
neously excite a well-defined spectral region, without spur
excitations outside this zone and without phase gradients
ing from a mixing of the two transverse magnetization c
ponents. If the selective excitation yields a global flip angl
90°, the two transverse magnetization components (Mx and
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tructurale, CNRS-UMR 9955, INSERM-U414, Universite´ de Montpellier I
acultéde Pharmacie, 15 Avenue Charles Flahault, 34060 Montpellier C
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My) are almost invariably created, leading to severe p
problems although some sophisticated shaping functions
been proposed to virtually suppress the dispersive comp
(see, for example,5). On the other hand, it has been dem
strated that selective schemes involving a 180° globa
angle (6, 7) yield intrinsically much better profiles, while a

ropriate phase cycling or the use of pulsed field gradient
liminate all phase problems. Indeed, whereas a rectan
0° soft pulse (or DANTE train (4, 8)) yields a central excita

ion peak flanked by an extensive pattern of sidelobes, a
elective pulse generates absorption (My) profiles free from

oscillations far from resonance and with only weak pos
spurious excitations around the selected region. This ca
explained by the sinc2 dependence of the 180° rectangu
pulse profile as opposed to the sinc function dependence
excitation profile when using a 90° rectangular pulse1).
Pioneering work in this field led to the well-known DANTE
(6) and SPIN-PINGING (7) sequences, based on 180° inv
sion or refocusing selective pulses, respectively.

Similarly, for a simple rectangular selective 180° pulse,
use of a double selective echo leads again to a substa
better excitation profile. This feature can be understood o
basis of the theory provided by Hwang and Shaka and
leagues (9, 10), who showed that the amplitude of the respo
in a single or double echo experiment is dictated by
probability of a spin flipping. As a result, the selectivity pro
of a double selective echo method is the squared form of
is obtained with a single gradient echo involving the s
inversion element. Thus, the selectivity of the refocusing
cedure is considerably enhanced since a sinc4 frequency re
sponse, virtually devoid of side-lobes, is obtained with a sim
rectangular 180° soft pulse. The suppression of the dispe
component in a double echo experiment can be obtained
a 16-step EXORCYCLE-type (11) phase cycle derived fro
the one of the SPIN-PINGING experiments. However, the
of a double pulsed field gradient selective echo (DPF
sequence (9, 10)) is preferable since it reduces the selec

rocedure to 1 scan instead of 16. This method, also rep
s excitation sculpting (12, 13), has recently enjoyed unde
ble success although limitations are nevertheless encou
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332 ROUMESTAND AND CANET
when applied to large molecules such as biological macro
ecules: short transverse relaxation times yield obviously
negligible sensitivity losses during sequences involving m
ple echoes.

In the present paper, we demonstrate that the excit
sculpting concept is not limited to gradient echo techniq
acting necessarily on transverse magnetization, but ca
extended to other selective schemes, acting possibl
longitudinal magnetization. Our aim is to reduce sensiti
losses in the case of application to large biological ma
molecules.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In case of a symmetric time-domain soft pulse, the abs
tion selectivity profile in excitation sculpting techniques is o
determined by the global flip angle, the suppression o
dispersive component being a virtue of the gradient echo
must be independent of the axis along which the pulse
applied. Thus, if selective refocusing pulses are used in s

FIG. 1. Pulse sequences for (a) the DDANTE-Z (ZEST) experime
suppression. Solid rectangles represent radiofrequency hard pulses, whe
to 90° pulses whereas the thinnest ones correspond to small flip angle
used as the selective procedure; the pulse lengths are differentiated by
indicate that these pulses are halved and have different phases (see tex
(brackets indicate that these PFGs are optional),t stands for the nutation dela
parameters (offset frequency, amplifier output power . . .). When no PFG ar
x; f 3 5 8x, 8(2x); f 4 5 4x, 8(2x), 4x; f 5 5 x; f acq 5 2(x, 2x), 2(2
2x; f 4 5 2x, 2(2x); f acq 5 x, 2x. The gradient-enhanced BEST exp
DANTE-Z experiment (17): f 1 5 f 3 5 f 4 5 x; f 2 5 x, 2x; f acq 5 x, 2
f 10 5 x; f 12 5 2x; f 11 5 x, 2x; f 13 5 2x, x; f acq 5 x, 2x. An additi
l-
n-
i-
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y
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tive echo techniques, schemes involving inversion pulse
conceivable. This statement leads to the experiment depic
Fig. 1a. We named this experiment DDANTE-Z (for dou
DANTE-Z), since it can be considered an extension of
DANTE-Z sequence (6), using two selective inverting 18
DANTE pulse trains coupled through a 16-step phase cy
aimed at suppressing all unwanted magnetization compon
Selectivity profiles obtained with this experiment have b
simulated and experimentally checked (Fig. 2) when u
either a rectangular or a pulse-width-modulated (RE-BU
(5)) 180° DANTE train (14) as the selective procedure: th

re virtually identical to those obtained with the DPFG
equence. As 180° pulses are applied on longitudinal ma
ization, all sequences related to this scheme will be te
ith the generic name ZEST (forZ-axis excitation sculptin

techniques). In this scheme, phase cycling is the only w
select the inverted magnetization, since gradient echoes d
affect longitudinal magnetization.

ZEST experiments appear particularly well suited to st
ing large biomolecules because they partly avoid the sens

and the BEST experiment used either for (b) selective excitation or
the pulse lengths are differentiated by the rectangle widths: the largest ones correspon
ses in the DANTE train. In (c), the open rectangles represent the 3–9–rain
e rectangle widths, and the dotted lines dividing each pulse in the first–19 train
he other symbols, along the row labeled G, correspond to pulsed field gents (PFG

sed in the pulse trains, andD is a small delay necessary for switching instrume
sed, the phase cycling of DDANTE-Z is:f 1 5 2x, 2(2x); f 2 5 x, 2x, 2x,
). When using PFG, the phase cycling reduces to:f 1 5 f 3 5 x; f 2 5 x,
ent in (b) needs only the two-step phase cycling of the purged vers

The basic phase cycling for the water-suppression BEST sequence isf 1 5
l CYCLOPS (28) phase cycling can be used to suppress quadrature art
nt
re
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333EXCITATION SCULPTING CONCEPT FOR SELECTIVE EXCITATION
losses due to short transverse relaxation times that would
in sequences involving multiple echoes. This point has alr
been discussed in detail (14) in the case of pulse-width-mo

lated DANTE trains, the conclusions being applicable to
ind of inversion or refocusing scheme, and is illustrate
ig. 2. It shows the effects of shortT2 (infinite T1) on the

selectivity profiles when using either a rectangular or a p
width-modulated RE-BURP 180° DANTE train as the se
tive scheme. For DDANTE-Z, the decrease of the on-r
nance magnetization is considerably more limited w
compared to the original excitation sculpting sequence

FIG. 2. Overlaid selectivity profiles computed for (a) DPFGSE, (b)
ectangular DANTE train (left) or a 4-ms RE-BURP 32-pulse-width-modu
imulations, gradient echoes were replaced by spin echoes, with the app

used for calculation were 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 times the duration for the
values ofT2 andT1). All selectivity profiles in this report have been com
cur
dy

y
n

e-
-
o-
n
e-

scribed by Hwang and Shaka. A very slight broadening ca
observed for DDANTE-Z when extreme conditions
reached (T2 ' duration of the 180° pulse): such an effect

een reported for excitation versus inversion pulses (15) and
as the same origin in the present situation.
DDANTE-Z can be used in place of DANTE-Z in a

ituation (3), keeping its robustness and its “user-friendline
s an example, we present a more specific application of Z

echniques for multiplet selection in the case of extrem
vercrowded spectra: whenunA 2 nXu , uJAM 1 JXNu, where
(coupled to spinN) has the closest chemical shift to

ST, and (c) ZEST experiments with various values ofT2 (infinite T1). A 60-ms
d DANTE train (right) were chosen as the 180° selective pulse. In theserical

riate phase cycling, in order to keep a constant duration in all sequencesTheT2 values
° selective pulse (the solid plot correspond to a “theoretical” profile, i.e., for infinite
ed using a program described elsewhere (29).
BE
late
rop
180
put
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334 ROUMESTAND AND CANET
nucleusA (coupled to spinM) under investigation. By matc
ng accordingly the length of the 180° selective pu
DANTE-Z can be applied to an individual line: as a res

he whole multiplet will be selected, regardless of the degr
electivity of the 180° pulse (Fig. 3). The origin of this strik
eature has been explained by Bauer and Freeman (16) and can
e summarized by the following considerations. Dependin

FIG. 3. Application of the DDANTE-Z sequence to multiplet selection
and in the nonanomeric region (right) of the sugar resonances of the p
sugar residues attached to a terpenic (gypsogenin) moiety. The other t
pectrum) on different multiplets in these regions. Rectangular DANTE
ith a nutation delayt of 100ms. Note the good suppression of the residu
pectrum. All experiments involved the accumulation of 16 scans (8K co
ecorded at 30°C on a Bruker AMX400 spectrometer equipped with a1H–13C
M in a mixture of D2O/d6-pyridin (50:50). No apodization was applied
,
,
of

n

he phase cycle step, the two concatenated 180° pulse tra
DANTE-Z yield either a magnetization state where one o

ines of the multiplet has been inverted (global flip angle
80°) or an unaffected state of the magnetization (globa
ngle of 0 or 360°). When applied to one of the two lines
oublet, for instance, flipping the on-resonance magnetiz

o 2z leads to a longitudinal order represented by 2I zSz. The

the case of overcrowded spectra. Upper trace: zooms in the anomeric r
n spectrum of the saponin SAPO30 (30), a heterosidic compound containing se
s show the result of line selection (indicated with arrows in the convennal proton

in of 600 pulses (n 5 300, according to Fig. 1) were used for selective invers
HDO signal, although about 100 times greater than the sugar signals in
lex data points) with a recycle time of 1 s and without the use of PFG. Spectra w
triple-resonance probe head. The sample concentration was approxim

ore Fourier transform, and the spectra were not baseline corrected.
in
roto
race
tra
al
mp
–15N
bef
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335EXCITATION SCULPTING CONCEPT FOR SELECTIVE EXCITATION
FIG. 4. 1H NMR spectra of protegrin in the presence of DHPC micelles (ratio, 1:50). Spectra were recorded at 25°C on a Bruker AMX400 spe
quipped with az-gradient 1H–13C–15N triple-resonance probe head. The peptide concentration, in H2O/D2O (90:10) solvent at pH 3.5, was 2 mM.

Conventional 1D spectrum. Water suppression was performed by the WATERGATE sequence using a 3–9–19 refocusing pulse (25). The insert shows a zoo
of the amide–aromatic peptide region with a vertical expansion by about a factor of 100. (b) Selection of the amide region of protegrin using th
sequence. (c) Selection of the amide region of protegrin using the BEST sequence described in Fig.1b. (d) Selection of the amide region of proteging the
DPFGSE sequence; the artifact at the water resonance is due to parasitic refosusing by the second gradient echo of the water magnetization dey the
first gradient echo. In all of the selective experiments, a 4.8-ms RE-BURP pulse (implemented as a 32-pulse-width-modulated DANTE-train) wr
selective refocusing, without any water-suppression technique. A 3-Hz line broadening was applied before Fourier transform of the FIDs. All spectra result from
the coaddition of 128 transients.
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336 ROUMESTAND AND CANET
hard 90° read pulse converts this longitudinal order into
unobservable quantity 2I ySy, yielding a spectrum where t
corresponding whole multiplet has disappeared. The

FIG. 5. 1D spectra obtained on a 4 mMsample ofg-cardiotoxin, a 60-res
for the lock), at pH 3.5 and 35°C. All spectra (32 transients) were re
triple-resonance probe head. Water suppression was performed using (
technique proposed by Hwang and Shaka, and (c) the BEST sequence.
350 ms.
e

ps

where on-resonance magnetization is unaffected are use
for subtraction purposes and yield an unaffected spec
Therefore, the final result, after subtraction, shows up in

e small protein fromNaja nigricollisvenom (45), dissolved in water (10% D2O,
ded on a Bruker AMX400 spectrometer equipped with az-gradient 1H–13C–15N
e WATERGATE sequence, (b) the original double gradient echo excitaulpting
5 pulse train was used as the selective procedure in the three experimt 5
idu
cor
a) th
A W
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337EXCITATION SCULPTING CONCEPT FOR SELECTIVE EXCITATION
form of an unaffected doublet (with halved intensity). Suc
demonstration is valid for any kind of multiplet, but, depend
on the inverted line in a triplet, quartet . . . , different types o
longitudinal orders are created which may yield different f
tions of the magnetization after the 90° read pulse. The p
bility of exciting a whole multiplet with DDANTE-Z from th
selection of only one line is advantageous when de
with overcrowded spectra, and immediate applications
1D selective experiments (1D COSY, 1Dz-TOCSY, 1D
NOESY . . .) which become feasible in the case of entang

ultiplets. The design of these ZEST 1D experiments from
riginal DDANTE-Z is very simple and can be deduced fr

he corresponding sequences using DANTE-Z (3).
The main drawback of the ZEST sequences is the nec

f an extensive phase cycling (16 steps) for eliminating
nwanted magnetization, which is obviously contrary to on

he main goals of selection schemes: the reduction of me
ng time. Nevertheless, the phase cycling of the inver
rocedures can be significantly decreased using pulse
radients as a purge, as has already been reporte
ANTE-Z (17). This has the advantage of reducing the ph
ycle of the DDANTE-Z sequence to 4 steps. Another poi
e noted is that the phase-cycled techniques only discrim

he selected magnetization from the rejected one by an op
ign, the selection of the desired magnetization occu
hrough a subtraction process associated with the phas
ling. As a consequence, thewhole magnetizationevolves in
he transverse plane during the acquisition process. Thus,

huge solvent resonance is present, the ADC dynamic
imits would impose a solvent suppression scheme comb
ith the selectivity procedure. On the contrary, the grad
choes in the DPFGSE sequence refocus only the selec

nverted magnetization, all other components being destr
ithout the help of a phase cycling. This property plead

avor of gradient-enhanced sequences for all studies in a
onated solvent.

We thus designed an “hybrid” experiment (Fig. 1b) in or
o accommodate the insensitivity to shortT2 of the
DDANTE-Z sequence and the advantages conferred by th
of pulsed-field gradient echoes to the DPFGSE sequenc
this experiment, the first 180° DANTE train is applied
longitudinal magnetization, whereas the second one is ap
to transverse magnetization. For this reason, we refer
sequences using this scheme with the generic term BES
both axes excitation sculpting techniques). The use of a s
tive gradient echo confers the water-suppression capabil
this experiment, while the use of a pulsed-field gradient
purge at the end of the 180° inverting DANTE train allows
to reduce its phase cycle to only two steps. As demonstra
Fig. 2, transverse relaxation during this sequence has an
mediate effect between what is observed for DDANTE-Z
for DPFGSE.

To illustrate the performances of this experiment, we pre
results obtained on protegrin, an 18-residue antimicrobial
a
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tide (18), solubilized in water containing dihexanoic phosph
ylcholine (DHPC) micelles, at high detergent-to-peptide r
protegrin/DHPC, 1:50). Detergent solubilization is a comm
rocedure for studying membrane proteins and peptide
eans of methods designed for soluble biopolymers. De
ted detergents are used in most of these studies (for a re
ee19) in order to fully observe the protein1H resonance
his limits their scope by the current availability of only a f
and expensive!) detergents in deuterated forms. By an
roach based on band-selective excitation, Seigneure
évy (20) have demonstrated that protonated detergents c
dvantageously used in such an investigation. This app
ests on the fact that the amide and aromatic resonances
n a peptide or protein spectrum is almost invariably fre
etergent lines. From the selection of this region, the stru
f the solubilized peptide can be solved usingf 2 band-selectiv

homonuclear techniques. If the use of DANTE-Z has b
originally proposed to achieve this goal, excitation sculp
methods can considerably improve this strategy. Figur
shows the nonselective1H NMR spectrum of the DHPC
protegrin mixture at 25°C: it is dominated by the deterg
contribution that obscures the aliphatic anda-proton reso
nances. The amide–aromatic resonances can be observ
appear very weak and over a strongly distorted baseline. F
4b shows the same spectrum, recorded with the SPF
(single pulsed-field gradient selective echo) (21) sequence ap

lied on the amide region. A 180° RE-BURP pulse-wid
odulated DANTE train was used with the aim of a cons
xcitation over the whole amide resonance spectral range
equence allows for a better suppression of both the so
nd the detergent signals than the DANTE-Z sequence
ally proposed. The peptide resonances appear now w
aseline distortion. Nevertheless, the nonnegligible excit
bserved in the suppression region, which is inherent to
E-BURP pulse selectivity profile, leads to the presenc

ntense artifacts along a folded diagonal in the 2Df 2 band-
selective correlation spectra (NOESY not shown). Figur
shows the same spectrum recorded now using the BES
quence: excitation sculpting affords a perfectly artifact-
spectrum of the amide resonances, with negligible inte
losses compared with the spectrum recorded with a s
selective gradient echo. As a consequence, the 2Df 2 band-
selective NOESY spectrum recorded with this sequence
in place of the usual read pulse is completely free of ske
diagonal peaks (not shown). Due to the very shortT2 of the
peptide amide protons in the protegrin–DHPC comicelles
lecular weight' 30–40 kDa (22, 23)), the use of the DPFGS
sequence entails, for a similar selectivity, a significant los
signal-to-noise ratio (about 25–30%) (Fig. 4d).

Finally, we present an improvement in excitation sculp
techniques for the purpose of water suppression. Amon
numerous techniques proposed and reviewed (24), the mos
popular is nowadays the WATERGATE method (25, 26). This
sequence is clearly homologous to the SPFGSE (21) scheme
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338 ROUMESTAND AND CANET
used for selective excitation purpose: the only difference a
from the selective 180° pulse which, in the case of WAT
GATE, must refocus all resonances except that of water.
selective pulse can be a hard 180° pulse sandwiched b
soft 90° pulses or a frequency selective pulse train of
3a–t–9a–t–19a–t–19a–t–9a–t–3a (denoted 3–9–19 or W
pulse (27)). The delayt (usually a few hundreds of microse

nds) is used to control the null-inversion points, with 62a 5
180°. These two methods give comparable results, althoug
an equivalent total pulse length the W3 pulse train enta
broader peak elimination region (27). Nevertheless, this draw

ack is largely counterbalanced by its easy implementatio
t does not require any calibration other than the one
onventional 90° hard pulse.
In one of the very first reports dealing with excitation scu

ng applications, Hwang and Shaka advocated a double
tead of a single) selective gradient echo with the goa
mproving the WATERGATE sequence (9). When using th

3 pulse train, for example, a better water suppression
rinciple obtained due to the fact that the resulting freque
omain profile is just the square of that of W3, leading
atter suppression region around zero frequency. Despi
heoretical performances, excitation sculpting is seldom
or water suppression, at least in the context of biolog
acromolecule studies. In our opinion, there are at least
xplanations for that. First, the flat profile at zero frequen
btained at the expense of a wider suppression region, yie
substantial reduction of the intensities of peaks not to

rom the water resonance, such as those of thea protons in
peptides and proteins. Nevertheless, it should be easy to
come this drawback by using W4 or W5 pulse trains (27),

hich provide considerably narrower noninversion and, m
ver, information from these nonexchangeable protons is b
btained from spectra recorded in heavy water. Secon
ppears to be rather tricky—at least in our hands—to av
artial refocusing by the second gradient echo of the s
ater signal defocused by the first gradient echo, even
radient levels and durations are under computer control.

s particularly true if all the pulse field gradients are applied
he same axis (z-gradient probes) and/or if theB1 homogeneit
of the probe is not perfect, thus leading to variable value
the nominal pulse flip angles along the sample volume.
partial refocusing of the water signal produces an artifa
zero frequency that deteriorates the quality of the water
pression. Third and more importantly, the duration of
water-suppression scheme by excitation sculpting is twice
of the standard WATERGATE. Indeed, the important dura
of gradient echoes (usually a few milliseconds, including
selective(s) pulse(s), the pulse field gradients, and their r
ery delays) may render this water-suppression scheme
tionable for the study of large biological macromolecules
which the transverse relaxation time is a limiting parame

In order to reduce the effects of transverse relaxation
propose to use the gradient-enhanced BEST sequence
es
-
is

wo

for
a

as
a
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in-
of
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a
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the 180° DANTE pulse trains are replaced by a W3 pulse
(or possibly by a W4 or W5 pulse train, if more selectivity
desired). Each pulse of the first pulse train is divided into
pulses (with halved length), and the phase of each second
is alternated every other scan so as to deal with a subtra
process (Fig. 1c). An efficient purging of transverse com
nents existing at the end of the first pulse train (by mean
single pulsed field gradient) allows us to restrict the p
cycling to only a twofold increase compared with the W
TERGATE sequence. Since the first pulse train is app
along thez-axis, the magnetization losses due toT2 effects are
considerably reduced, and the resulting peak intensitie
comparable to those obtained with the conventional WAT
GATE sequence when using a gradient echo of similar c
acteristics. On the other hand, the resulting suppression p
is considerably enhanced (Fig. 5c) and virtually identica
what was predicted for the excitation sculpting schem
Hwang and Shaka (9), but without the artifacts arising fro
parasitic refocusing (Fig. 5b).

CONCLUSION

The use of a double gradient echo for selective excita
through excitation sculpting techniques involves some lim
tions due to severe sensitivity losses by short transverse
ation times. In the present paper, we have demonstrate
excitation sculpting is not limited to transverse magnetiza
but can be transposed to longitudinal magnetization (Z
experiments), where it becomes governed by the gene
much longer longitudinal relaxation times. Excitation sculp
of longitudinal magnetization implies, however, phase cyc
and, by contrast with gradient-enhanced experiments, Z
experiments must be appended by a water-suppression s
when used in a protonated solvent. We thus designe
hybrid (BEST) experiments, where both longitudinal and tr
verse magnetization are “sculpted.” Such experiments ar
atively immune to transverse relaxation effects and includ
capability of water suppression.
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